
 

Message from School Principal 

I hope that you and your family had a safe and healthy Easter.  Your daughter should now be back at 

her schoolwork, keeping a balance between her studies and her mental and physical wellbeing. 

A new timetable for first and second year students has been put in place in an attempt to lessen the 

number of daily instructions and to make things clearer for your daughter. The timetable is available 

here on the website and on your daughters Wellbeing Team. 

We will continue to explore this as an option for the other year groups if we find that it has been 

helpful to students in structuring their time and workload. 

We expect your daughter to be accessing work now every day from Office 365 or Edmodo following 

her teachers’ instructions. 

We will update you soon regarding the plan for summer exams for our students.  

As you are aware, the Junior cert exams have been cancelled in June and the Department of 

Education is planning for them to take place in the autumn. In the meantime, we expect that your 

daughter continues to engage with her subjects and teachers and continues to do her best. Our 6th 

year students received some clarity over Easter regarding the scheduling of the Leaving Cert 

examinations. We will keep you posted on any new official information in this regard. For now, all 

teachers expect full engagement with the work and study being set. 

We are still navigating through unchartered waters and we appreciate your support at this time. 

Maybe we will all receive more clarity after 5th May when the current lockdown is due to be lifted. 

I ask your daughters to continue to mind themselves, to continue to engage with schoolwork, to 

continue to stay active and to remain positive. 

We continue to remember those in our school community affected by Covid 19 and we pray for all 

the staff on the front line who are caring for our most needy at this time. 

Mind yourselves and family 

Mr Macnamara 

  


